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Fine Wine Market Decode: December

The size of the move was considerable and had
all the hallmarks of a significant market move.
Unfortunately for those who had cut short
positions swept up in the speed of the move, this
breakout was extremely short-lived. The days
following the result saw a swift and total
retracement, with Sterling only managing to stay
marginally higher than its position at the start of
the month.

Market Sentiment: Enquiries
to Sell
• Enquiries to sell totaling:
£2,152,704
• Number of clients looking to sell
decreases by 9%

This is good news for the UK fine wine market,
and for prices within it. Many feared a Tory
majority would send Sterling rallying, sending
prices falling. Instead, fears of a harder Brexit
have tempered this rally, while also providing
some much needed certainty to the market.

• Tory majority sees Sterling rally,
and retrace post-election gains
After a tumultuous year, it seems rather fitting
that the year’s final month should revolve around
volatility. It is not news that a general election
stimulates the currency market, but many people
will have predicted quite how elastic the rally and
retracement would in fact turn out to be.

While the election then quickly became a viable
vehicle for short-term positive relief from a
deflated second half of the year, it did little to
dislodge sufficient focus from the enormous
Brexit-shaped elephant in the room.
Although enquiries to sell remained steady, by
number they decreased, as many investors chose
to hold until post-election. As we head into the
new year, this volatility in Sterling will remain key
to investors decisions in the short-term.

The election result saw Sterling push through a
longstanding resistance line for the first time in
over 6 months, driven by an optimistic market
looking to throw weight behind renewed political
certainty.
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For those looking for a reduction in trade
tensions, the fine wine market one of them,
Beijing’s announcement that it is lowering tariffs
on more than 850 imports will have been greeted
gleefully.

Market Sentiment: Sales
• Beijing cuts tariffs as trade deal
edges closer

After more than 18 months of watching tariffs
increase, as the US and China traded blows, their
lowering is encouraging. This further bolsters
hopes that presidents Trump and Xi will finally
sign their Phase One trade deal soon, and perhaps
as early as next month.

• Will Chinese New Year mark a
turning point?
• UK sale share recedes 20%, HK
gains 19%

The World Economic Forum in Davos remains a
possible location for this to happen. Scheduled to
take place from Jan. 21 to Jan. 24 in 2020, the
WEF may yet prove propitious—it ends the same
day as Chinese New Year celebrations begin.

For the wine market, increased volatility has
meant a slowing in activity. While Christmas will
certainly have played a role, overseas clients
appear to want to keep their powder dry,
speculating that the next negative headline may
discount their next big spend.

Were a deal ratified, it will give extra weight to the
celebration—not only for China and the US, but
the fine wine market broadly.

Buying activity overseas is intimately linked with
the strength of Sterling, and with such volatility,
there is no immediate need to buy at speed.

Currency Corner: FX
Decoded

This speculative attitude is likely to continue into
the new year, while the UK market will hold its
breath to see whether Boris can force it to fit and
leave with a deal that is half way positive. It will
be interesting to see whether the certainty of his
majority will spark an increase in UK sale share
next month, largely receded before the general
election.

In the global fine wine market, relative currency
strengths play a big part in performance.
Red swatches show those currencies that have
gained in value against the base currency; blue
those that have fallen lower in value.

There are, however, some positives for the wine
market. Sterling’s rapid retracement has ensured
stock pricing remains on a plane. Many in the UK
feared a stark increase in prices post-election
would drive overseas demand from the market.
Thankfully, elasticity has helped retain relative
stability and the market continues to tick along.
With focus now shifting away from the UK, some
good news from the East may well see the back
end of Q1 next year become a very interesting
month.
On that front, Christmas may have come early.
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